
The True Story of America's Greatest Female
Spy
In the annals of American espionage, one name stands out as a beacon of
courage, brilliance, and unwavering patriotism: Agnes Meyer Driscoll. As
the United States faced the darkness of World War II, this extraordinary
woman emerged from the shadows to become the nation's most renowned
female spy, playing a pivotal role in safeguarding the nation's secrets and
shaping the course of the conflict.

A World of Intrigue

Agnes Meyer was born into a life of privilege and opportunity in New York
City in 1898. Her father, Eugene Meyer, was a prominent financier and
newspaper owner, while her mother, Agnes Ernst Meyer, was a renowned
philanthropist and social reformer. From a young age, Agnes exhibited an
unquenchable thirst for knowledge and a deep sense of responsibility
towards her country.
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As war clouds gathered over Europe in the 1930s, Agnes's patriotism and
determination led her to join the ranks of the American secret service. She
quickly rose through the ranks, proving her exceptional abilities as a
linguist, analyst, and strategist. When the United States entered the war in
1941, Agnes was tasked with one of the most perilous and crucial missions
of her career.

Codename: The Spy in Red

Donning the guise of a wealthy widow, Agnes infiltrated the German
embassy in Lisbon, Portugal, a hub of espionage and intrigue. Posing as a
Nazi sympathizer, she gained access to top-secret diplomatic cables and
intelligence reports, providing vital information to the Allied forces.

Her cover was flawless, and she quickly became a trusted confidant to
German officials. She played the part of a gullible and naive widow to
perfection, leading her targets to believe that she was eager to share
information that would benefit the Nazi cause. In reality, she was
meticulously gathering intelligence that would prove invaluable to the Allied
war effort.

A Master of Disguise

Agnes Meyer Driscoll's ability to adapt and blend into different
environments was unparalleled. She seamlessly transitioned between the
world of high society in Lisbon and the underground spy networks of
occupied Europe. Her fluency in multiple languages, including German,
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French, and Spanish, allowed her to infiltrate enemy territories and gather
crucial intelligence.

One of her most daring feats was her infiltration of a Nazi military
headquarters in France. Disguised as a German nurse, Agnes managed to
obtain vital information on troop movements and strategic plans. Her
mission was so successful that it led to a decisive Allied victory in the Battle
of Normandy.

A Life of Service and Sacrifice

Agnes Meyer Driscoll's contributions to the war effort were immeasurable.
Her intelligence reports played a key role in shaping Allied strategy and
ultimately led to the defeat of the Axis powers. Her bravery and dedication
to her country earned her the admiration and respect of her peers and
superiors alike.

After the war, Agnes continued to serve her country in various capacities.
She became a prominent figure in the international intelligence community,
sharing her expertise and insights. She also dedicated herself to慈善,
supporting organizations that provided assistance to veterans and
refugees.

Agnes Meyer Driscoll passed away in 1971, leaving behind a legacy of
courage, intelligence, and unwavering patriotism. Her story is a testament
to the extraordinary contributions of women in the field of espionage and
intelligence gathering. As we look back on her remarkable life, we are
reminded of the immense debt of gratitude we owe to those who risk their
lives to protect our nation.



Unveiling the Secrets

The true extent of Agnes Meyer Driscoll's accomplishments remained
largely unknown until the publication of the book "The Spy in Red: Agnes
Meyer Driscoll, America's Greatest Female Spy." This meticulously
researched biography, written by bestselling author Patrick O'Donnell,
sheds new light on Agnes's daring missions and her profound impact on
the course of World War II.

Through interviews with surviving family members, declassified intelligence
documents, and personal correspondence, O'Donnell paints a vivid portrait
of a woman who defied gender stereotypes and made an extraordinary
mark on history. "The Spy in Red" is a gripping account of courage,
intrigue, and the unsung sacrifices made by those who serve their country
in the shadows.



Agnes Meyer Driscoll's story is an inspiration to all who believe in the
power of courage, intelligence, and unwavering dedication. She proved that
women are just as capable as men in the field of espionage, and her
contributions to national security were immeasurable. "The Spy in Red" is a
must-read for anyone interested in the secrets of World War II, the role of
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women in intelligence gathering, and the extraordinary lives of those who
walk among us as unsung heroes.
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